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ABSTRACT 
In this report the notion of a linking system is introduced, some 
examples are given and the relations with matroid theory and bipartite 
graphs are shown. Furthermore we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a matroid to be a binary deltoid and also for a base of a deltoid to be 
a so-called deltoid-base. 
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O. INTRODUCTION. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a (finite) bipartite graph and X' c X, Y' c Y. We call 
X' & Y' linked in E if there is a linking£ : X' + Y', which is a bijec-
tion, such that for each x EX' (x,£(x)) is an edge of the bipartite graph. 
It was proved by PERFECT & PYM [II] that, if (X',Y') and (X",Y") are maxi-
mal linked pairs (maximal under co-ordinate-wise inclusion), then X' & Y" 
are linked in E (and, of course, also X" & Y' are linked in E). A similar 
phenomenon in directed graphs was discovered by PYM [13] and it also occurs 
in matrices, when we define "linked pairs" in a suitable way. It forms the 
base of the definition of a linking system, which is a triple (X,Y,A) with 
finite sets X and Y and A the collection of linked pairs (0 =I= Ac P(X) x P(Y)), 
such that (i) if (X',Y') EA then Ix' I = IY' I, (ii) if (X',Y') EA and 
X" c X', then there is a Y" c Y' with (X",Y") EA, (iii) if (X',Y') EA and 
Y" c Y', then there 1s an X" c X' with (X",Y") EA, (iv) if X' c X and 
Y' c Y and (X", Y") and (X'", Y"' ) are minimal in A n (P(X') x P(Y')), then 
(X",Y"') E /\.. If (X' ,Y') EA we shall say that X' & Y' are linked in/\.. 
Of course, if (X,Y,E) is a bipartite graph and ~Eis the collection of 
linked pairs of that bipartite graph, then (X,Y,~E) is a linking system, 
namely a so-called deltoid linking system. 
A second example is induced by a (finite) directed graph (Z,E) and sets 
X, Y c z. Then (X,Y,rE) is a linking system, where (X',Y') E rE iff 
lx'I = IY' I and there are Ix' I pair-wise vertex-disjoint paths starting 
in X' and finishing in Y'. A linking system constructed in this way is 
called a gammoid linking system and it is easy to see that every deltoid-
linking system is a gammoid-linking system. When we define a matrix over a 
field Fas a triple (X,Y,¢) with finite sets X and Y and¢ an F-valued 
function defined on Xx Y ( the relation with usually defined matrices 1s 
obvious), chis gives us a third example of a linking system: given a matrix 
over F (X,Y,¢), define (X,Y,A¢) by (X',Y') E /\.¢ iff the submatrix of 
(X,Y,¢) generated by X' and Y' (again in the obvious way) is regular. It 
can be proved without great difficulties that this is a linking system. 
Linking systems induced by a matrix over Fare called representable over 
F and if a linking system is representable over GF(2) (the field with two 
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elements) we call this linking system binary. 
There is a close correspondence between linking systems and so-called 
based matroids (matroids with a fixed base) (see section 3) and in many 
proofs we make use of this relation. 
In section 4 we prove that a matroid (X,I) (1 is the collection of in-
dependent sets) and a linking system (X,Y,A) induce a matroid (Y,I*A) if 
we take as independent sets of Y all sets which are linked in A with some 
independent subset of X. Further, if (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A2) are linking 
systems, then we define the linking systems (X,Z,A 1*A 2) by: X' & Z' are 
linked in A1 * A2 if£ X' & Y' are linked in A1 and Y' & Z' are linked in 
A2 for some Y' c Y. The fact that this is indeed a linking system is proved 
in section 4. 
In section 5 we define for each linking system (X,Y,A) a bipartite 
graph (X,Y,EA) by: (x,y) EE iff {x} & {y} are linked in A. We prove that, 
if there is exactly one linking t : X' + Y' in EA' then X' & Y' are linked 
in A, and if X' & Y' are linked in A,then X' & Y' are linked in EA. So the 
linking system (X,Y,~E) induced by the bipartite graph (X,Y,E) is the 
greatest linking system with underlying bipartite graph (X,Y,E). Using the 
results of section 5, we prove in section 6 that a linking system (X,Y,A) 
is a binary deltoid linking system iff the underlying bipartite graph 
(X,Y,EA) is a forest, i.e. contains no circuits. Binary deltoid linking 
systems have a close relationship with binary deltoids in matroid theory. 
Finally, in section 7, using methods of the preceding sections, we 
give a criterion for bases of a deltoid to be a deltoid-base, i.e. a base 
X such that there is a bipartite graph (X,Y,E) which induces that deltoid. 
We show that the deltoid-bases of a deltoid form again a deltoid, namely 
a semi-regular matroid. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In the sequel all sets (except lN and Z) are supposed to be finite. 
If we speak of "(X',Y') is maximal with some property", then this is meant 
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under the ordering: (X',Y') :s; (X",Y") iff X' c X" and Y' c Y". Further, if 
X, Y, Z are sets, we shall write X \Yu Z for (X\Y) uZ. 
In this section we give some definitions and known facts about matrices, 
graphs and matroids. 
a. Matrices. 
A matrix Mover a field Fis defined as a triple (X,Y,¢), where X and 
Y are sets and¢ : Xx Y + F. (X' ,Y' ,¢') is a submatrix of M if X' c X, 
Y' c Y and¢' = ¢ I X' x Y'. The dual matrix M* of Mis the matrix (Y,x,¢*) 
* with¢ (y,x) = ¢(x,y) (xEX,yEY). 
If M1 = (X,Y,¢ 1) and M2 = (Y,Z,¢ 2) are matrices over F, then 
M1M2 = (X,Z,¢ 1¢2) is the matrix over F with ¢1¢2(x,z) = l ¢ 1 (x,y)¢ 2(y,z) 
yEY (xEX,uZ). 
If M = (X,Y,¢) is a matrix over F, then define A¢ : P(X) x P(Y) + Zby 
A¢(X' ,Y') = the rank of the submatrix (X' ,Y',¢') of M. X' & Y' are called 
linked in¢ if (X',Y',¢') is a regular matrix, i.e. if A¢(X',Y') =Ix'!= IY'I, 
and maximal linked in¢ if (X' ,Y') is maximal with this property. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M = (X,Y,¢) be a matrix over a field F and X',X" c X, 
Y' , Y" c Y. If X' & Y' are maximal linked in ¢ and likewise X" & Y", then 
X' & Y" are (maximal) linked in ¢; particularly IX' I = IX" 1-
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
b. Graphs. 
A bipartite graph or b.g. Bis defined as a triple (X,Y,E), where X 
and Y are sets and E c Xx Y. (X' ,Y' ,E') is a sub-b.g. of B if X' c X, 
' I B* * Y c Y and E =En (X'xY'). The dual b.g. of Bis the b.g. (Y,X,E) 
* with (y,x) EE ~ (x,y) EE (xEX,yEY). 
If B1 = (X,Y,E 1) and B2 = (Y,z,E 2) are b.g. 's, then B1B2 = (X,Z,E 1E2) is 
the b.g. with: (x,z) E E1E2 ~ 3y E Y : (x,y) E El and (y,z) E E2 (xEX,zEZ). 
In the definition of a b.g. we do not require (as usually is done) that X 
and Y are disjoint sets. The definitions and propositions below are derived 
from and can be brought back to the usual definitions and propositions, 
i.e. where X and Y are disjoint. 
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Let B = (X,Y,E) be a b.g. E0 c Eis called a matching of B if for every 
(x,y),(x',y') E E0 [x = x' iffy= y'] is valid, and the matching-nWTJber 
of Bis the maximal cardinality of the matchings of B. The pair (X' ,Y') is 
called a covering of B if for each (x,y) EE : x EX' or y E Y'. 
Now we can state: 
THEOREM 1.2. (KONIG) Let B = (X,Y,E) be a b.g •• Then the matching-number of 
B equals min { Ix' I + IY' I I X' c X, Y' c Y, (X' ,Y') is a covering of B}. 
PROOF. See e.g. HARARY [3]. 0 
If B = (X,Y,E) is a b.g., then define oE: P(X) x P(Y) + Z by oE(X' ,Y') = 
the matching-number of the subgraph (X',Y',E') of B. X' & Y' are called 
linked in E if oE(X' ,Y') = Ix'!= IY'I, i.e. if there exists a linking 
.!1.: X' + Y', which is defined as a bijection such that Vx EX': (x,.!1.(x)) EE. 
X' & Y' are called maximal linked in E if (X',Y') is maximal with this prop-
erty. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let B = (X,Y,E) be a b.g. and X' ,X" c X, Y' ,Y" c Y. 
If X:' & Y' are ma,ximal linked in E and Zike-wise X" & Y", then X' & Y" 
are (maximal) linked in E; particularly IX' I = Ix" I -
PROOF. See MIRSKY & PERFECT [8] or PERFECT & PYM [11]. 0 
Let B = (X,Y,E) be a b.g .. Supposing that the notion of "connectedness" 
(of b.g. 's) is known, we call the pair (X',Y') connected if the sub-b.g. 
(X',Y',E') is a connected b.g. and (X',Y') is a component of B if (X',Y') is 
maximal with this property.Bis corrrplete if E =Xx Y and semi-complete 
if for each component (X' ,Y') of B the sub-b.g. (X',Y' ,E') is complete. 
Xn 
x· 
Y' 
Yn 
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The pair (X' ,Y') is called a circuit of B if we can write: 
X' = {x 1 , ••• ,xn} and Y' = {y 1 , ••• ,yn} such that n ~ 2, (x 1 ,y 1), ... ,(xn,yn), 
(x 1 ,y2),(x2 ,y3), ••• ,(xn-l'yn),(xn,yl) EE, and Bis a forest if B has no 
circuits. 
A digraph is defined as a pair (Z,E) where Z is a set and E c Z x Z. If 
X,Y c Z, we say that X & Y are linked in E iff Ix! = !YI and there exist 
!xi pairwise vertex-disjoint paths starting in X and finishing in Y. If 
X,Y c Zand X' c X, Y' c Y, then X' & Y' are maximal linked in E(X,Y) iff 
X' & Y' are linked in E and (X' ,Y') is maximal with this property. 
Let X, Y c Zand Z' c Z. Z' is called (X,Y)-disconnecting if each path 
from an x E X to any E Y contains a point of Z' . 
Now we can state 
THEOREM 1.4. (MENGER) Let (Z,E) be a digraph and X, Y c Z. 
Then: 
max{ IX' I 
min{ I Z' I 
X' c X, Y' c Y, X' & Y' linked in E} 
Z' c Z, Z' is (X,Y)-disconnecting}. 
PROOF. See e.g. HARARY [3]. Q 
We also have: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (Z,E) be a digraph and X', X" c X c z and Y', Y" c Y c z. 
If X' & Y' are maximal linked in E(X,Y) and likewise X" & Y", then X' & Y" 
are (maximal) linked in E(X,Y); particularly \x' I = \x"I. 
PROOF. See PYM [13] or BRUALDI & PYM [2]. 0 
c. Matroids. 
Matroids can be represented in several ways; see e.g. HARARY & WELSH 
[4] or WILSON [14]. Here we give three representations. 
A matroid with collection of independent sets I is a pair (Z,I) such that: 
(i) Z is a set, I is a non-empty collection of subsets of Z; 
(ii) if A c B E I, then A E 1; 
(iii) if Z' c Zand A and Bare maximal independent subsets of Z', then 
IA! = IBI. 
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A matroid with coUection of bases Bis a pair (Z,B) such that: 
(i) Z is a set, Bis a non-empty collection of subsets of Z; 
(ii) if A,B E B and b E B \ A, then there exists an a E A\ B such that 
B\{b} u {a} E B. 
A matroid with rank-function pis a pair (Z,p) such that: 
(i) Z is a set, p : P(Z) + Z; 
(ii) if Z' c z, then Os p(Z') s iz'I; 
(iii) if Z' c Z" c Z, then p(Z') S p(Z"); 
(iv) if Z', Z" C z, then p(Z'nZ") + p(Z'uZ") s p(Z') + p(Z"). 
Relations between 1, Band pare: 
Bis the collection of all maximal ele~ents of 1; 
1 is the collection of all sets contained in some element of B; 
- p(Z') is the maximal cardinality of an independent subset of Z' c Z; 
I is the collection of all sets Z' c Z with p(Z') = !z' I; 
Bis the collection of all sets Z' c Z with p(Z') = iz'! = p(Z); 
- p(Z') = max. {!BnZ'I jBEB}. 
These relations represent canonical isomorphisms between matroids with 
collection of independent sets, and matroids with collection of bases 
and matroids with rank-function. Therefore we identify these three struc-
tures and call them indistriminately matroids. 
Note: if a matroid is given as (Z,I) without further specification, then it 
is understood that 1 is its collection of independent sets. Likewise the 
symbols Band p will be reserved for bases-collections resp. rankfunctions. 
Also, given a matroid with collection I (without or with a super- or sub-
script) we take silently for granted that the corresponding basescollection 
and rankfunctions are resp.Band p (without or with the same super- of 
subscript), and vice versa. Furthermore, in subscripts the symbols B, I and 
pare interchangeable, e.g. x8 will mean the same as x1 and X I I PI 
A subset of Z which is not independent is called dependent and a mini-
mal dependent subset of Z is a circuit. It can be proved that, if BE B 
and x t B, then there is exactly one circuit C with x EC c Bu {x}. 
If Ac Z then the closure [A] of A is the set {xEZ I p(Au{x}) = p(A)}. 
It can be seen that [A] = U{X I AcX and p(X) = p(A)} and p([A]) = p(A). 
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Let M = (Z,1) be a matroid (with bases-collection Band rank-function 
p). The dual matroid M* of Mis the matroid (z,B*) with bases-collection 
s* = {Z\B I BEB}. The rank-function p* is then p*(z') = jz'I + p(Z\Z') -
** p(Z),(Z'cZ). Of course, M = M • 
Let Z' c Z. The restriction M x Z' of M to Z' is the matroid (Z',IxZ') 
with Ix Z' =In P(Z'). M x Z' has as rank-function p x Z' with VZ" c Z': 
(pxZ 1 ) (Z") = p (Z"). 
The contraction M•Z' of M to Z' is the matroid (Z',I·Z') where I•Z' = 
{Z"cZ' I for each independent set Z"'cZ\Z' is Z"uZ"' independent}. 
* * It can be proved that M•Z' = (M xz') . If Z\Z' is independent in M, then 
the collection of independent sets of M•Z' is: {Z"cZ' I Z"u(Z\Z') is in-
dependent in M}. 
The rank-function p•Z' is given by: 
(p•Z') (Z") = p((Z\Z')uZ") - p(Z\Z') , (Z"cZ'). 
Let M1 = (Z 1 ,1 1) and M2 = (Z 2 ,I2) be two matroids (where ZI and z 2 are 
not necessarily disjoint), with rank-functions resp. p1 and Pz• 
The union M1 v M2 of M1 and M2 is the matroid (Z 1uz 2,I 1vI 2) with collection 
of independent sets II v 12 = {II uI 2 I I 1EI 1,I2EI 2}. The rank-function 
p1 v Pz of M1 v M2 is (p 1vp 2 )(Z') = min (p 1(Z"nZ 1) + p2 (z"nz2 ) + iz'\Z"I), 
Z"cZ' (Z'cZiuz2). 
Let M = (Z,B) be a matroid. Mis called uniform if there exists some 
k ~ 0 such that B = {Z'cZ I iz'j=k} and semi-uniform if there exists a 
partition z 1 , ••• ,Zn of Zand k 1 ••• ,kn~ 0 such that B = {Z'cZ I Vi=l, ... n 
I z 'nz. I = k. } • 
1 1 
In the sequel we need often a matroid with some fixed base, so we 
shall speak of a based matroid, which is a triple (X,Y,p), resp. (X,Y,B), 
resp. (X,Y,I) with disjoint sets X and Y, such that (i) (XuY,p), resp. 
(X~Y,B), resp. (X,Y,1) is a matroid and (ii) Xis a base of this matroid. 
The dual based matroid of (X,Y,p) is then (Y,X,p*), which is again a based 
matroid. 
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EXAMPLES OF MATROIDS 
a. Deltoids. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. with disjoint X and Y. Let BE= {(X\X') u Y' 
X' c Y, Y' c Y and X' & Y' linked in E}. Then (XuY,BE) is a matroid and 
(X,Y,BE) a based matroid (see e.g. INGLETON & PIFF [SJ). Matroids M con-
structed in this way are called deltoids; Xis called a deltoid-base for 
Mand (X,Y,BE) a deltoid-based deltoid. In general it is not true that 
every base of a deltoid is a deltoid-base (we give a criterion for a base 
* to be a deltoid-base in section 7). If Mis a deltoid, then also M is a 
* deltoid. Also we have (BE) = 8 • Further we can state 
E* 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M = (Z,B) be a matroid. Then: 
(i) Mis uniform iff there exists a complete b.g. (X,Y,E) suah that B = BE; 
(ii) Mis semi-uniform iff there exists a semi-complete b.g. (X,Y,E) 
suah that B = BE. 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
b. Gammoids. 
Let (Z,E) be a digraph and X and Y disjoint subsets of Z. Let 
BE= {(X\X') uY' X' & Y' linked in E}. Then (XuY,BE) is a matroid and 
(X,Y,BE) is a based matroid (see PERFECT [9], INGLETON & PIFF [5], MASON 
[7]). Matroids M constructed in this way are called gammoids; Xis called 
a gammoid-base for M. In section 7 we show that every base of a gammoid is 
a gannnoid-base. If Mis a gammoid then also M* is a gannnoid. 
Of course every deltoid is a gannnoid; in fact INGLETON & PIFF [5] proved 
that a matroid Mis a gammoid iff Mis a contraction of a restriction of 
a deltoid. 
c. Matroids representable over a field. 
If there is a linear space Lover a field F, and a mapping~ : Z • L 
and if I= {Z'cZ I ~Jz' is one-to-one and ~[Z'] is linearly independent}, 
then M = (Z,1) is a matroid and Mis called representable over F. If Mis 
representable over GF(2) then we call M binary. The rank-function p of this 
matroid is p(Z') = rank(~[Z']), (Z'cZ), where rank is used in its algebraic 
meaning. 
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Let (X, Y,¢) be a matrix over a field F and X and Y disjoint sets. Let 
B¢ = {(X\X') u Y' J X' & Y' linked in¢}. Then (XuY,B¢) is a matroid and 
(X,Y,B¢) is a based matroid. Matroids constructed in this way are exactly 
the matroids representable over F. Then, of course, Mis representable over 
F iff M* is representable over F, and (B¢)* = B *" If Mis representable 
over F, then every restriction or contraction oj Mis representable over F. 
Also we have: 
PROPOSITION I • 7. 
(i) WIFF & WELSH) Let M1 and M2 be matroids. Then there exists a natural 
number N such that: if M1 and M2 are representable over a field F 
and !Fl ~ N, then M1 v M2 is representable over F. 
(ii) ~NGLETON & PIFF) Let M be a gammoid. Then there exists a natural num-
ber N such that: if Fis a field with JFl ~ N then Mis representable 
over F. 
PROOF. (i) See PIFF & WELSH [12] 
(ii) See INGLETON & PIFF [5]. • 
2. LINKING SYSTEMS 
In this section we give two definitions of a "linking system" and show 
the correspondence between these two definitions. Also we give some examples. 
be 
In this and in the sequel we need the following notation. Let X and Y 
sets and 1\ C P(X) X 
X' 1\ Y' 
-
X' 1\ Y' ----+ 
X' I\. Y' 
-
X" 1\ Y" 
-
P(y). Then denote: 
iff (X',Y') E I\. ; 
iff X' 1\ Y" for Y" C Y'; +--)- some 
iff X" A Y' for X" C X'; 
-
some 
(maximal in (X' ,Y')) iff 
( l) X" A Y" and x11 c X' , Y" c Y', and 
(2) (X11 ,Y 11 ) is maximal with property(!). 
First we define a linking system by means of "linked pairs". 
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DEFINITION. A Zinking system or Z.s. is a triple (X,Y,A) such that 
(i) X and Y are sets and 0 +Ac P(X) x P(Y); A is called the set of 
Unked pairs; 
(ii) if X' A Y' then Ix' I = IY' l; 
(iii) if X' A Y' and X" c X' and Y" c Y', then X" A Y' and X' ~ Y"; 
(iv) if X" A Y" (maximal in (X',Y')) and X"' A Y"' (maximal in 
(X' ,Y')) then X" A Y"'. 
DEFINITION. Let (X,Y,A) be a l.s. and X' c X, Y' c Y. Then X' & Y' are 
called Zinked in A if X' A Y'. 
Our alternative definition uses the notion of a "linking function". 
DEFINITION. A Zinking system or Z.s. is a triple (X,Y,A) such that: 
(i) X and Y are sets and A : P(X) x P(y) + Z; A is called the Zinking 
function; 
(ii) O s A(X' ,Y') s min{ Ix' I, IY' I}, (X'cX;Y'cY); 
(iii) if X' c XH and Y' c Y" then A(X' ,Y') s 1t(X",Y"), (X' ,X"cX;Y' ,Y"cY); 
(iv) A(X'nX",Y'uY") + A(X'uX",Y'nY") s A(X',Y') + 1t(X",Y"), (X',X"cX;Y',Y"cY). 
If (X,Y,A) resp. (X,Y,A) is an l.s. and X' c X, Y' c Y, then of course 
(X',Y',>-') resp. (X',Y',A') is again an l.s., where A1 =AI P(X) x P(Y), 
resp. A'= An P(X) x P(Y). (X',Y',A'), resp. (X',Y',A') is called a sub 
linking system of (X,Y,1t), resp. (X,Y,A). 
The relation between both definitions is: 
(i) given an l.s. (X,Y,A) with linking function A, define as set of linked 
pairs: A= (X',Y') IX' c X, Y' c Y, 1t(X',Y') = lx'l = IY'I}; 
(ii) given an l.s. (X,Y,A) with set of linked pairs A, define as linking 
functions: A(X',Y') = max{lx"I IX" c X', Y" c Y', (X",Y") EA}. 
The fact that this is indeed a one-to-one correspondence between the 
two representations, is a consequence of the following 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
(a) Let (X,Y,A) be an i.s. with Zinking function A. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(b) Let 
Let 
I I 
If ;\(X' ,Y') = IX' I = IY' I and X" c X', then there exists a Y" c Y' 
such that ;\(X",Y") = IX" I = I Y" I • 
If ;\(X',Y') = IX' I = I Y' I and Y" c Y' , then there exists an X" c X' 
such that ;\(X",Y") = Ix"! = IY"j. 
If ;\(X' ,Y') = IX' [, then there is aY" cY' with ;\(X',Y") = Jx' I = I Y" 1. 
If ;\(X',Y') JY' I, then there is an X" c X' with ;\ (X", Y' ) = IX" I = I y I I . 
If (I) ;\(X',Y') = IX' I = I Y' I and (2) (XI , y I) maximal with property ( l) , 
and (3) ;\(X",Y") = IX" I = I Y" I and (4) (X",Y") maximal with property (3). 
then 1c(X' ,Y") = IX I I = I Y" I . 
1c(X' ,Y') = max{ IX" I I X" C X'. Y" CY'' ;\(X",Y") IX" I = IY" I}. 
(X,Y,/1.) be an l.s. with set of linked pairs /1.. 
for each X' C X, Y' CY: 
;\(X', Y') 
-- max{ IX" I I X" C XV, Y" C y I ' X" ~ Y"} . 
Then for each X', X" C X, Y' 
• 
Y" C Y: 
;\(X'nX",Y'uY") + ;\(X'uX",Y'nY") s 1c(X' ,Y') + ;\(X",Y"). 
PROOF. 
(a) (i) We may suppose that Jx' \X" I = I and X" = X' {x}. We have to prove 
the existence of a y E Y' with >,.(X'\{x}, Y'\{y}) = \x' I - 1. Assume 
therefore that for each ye Y' : ;\(X'\{x}, Y'\{y}) s Jx' I -2. 
Then we can prove by induction that for each y1, ••. ,yk e Y' 
1c(X'\{x}, Y'\{y 1 , ••. ,yk}) s jx'I -k-1. Fork= I, this is our 
assumption. If k > l and ;\(X'\{x}, Y'\{y 1 , ••• ,yk-l}) s Jx'j-(k-1)-1, 
then ;\(X'\{x}, Y'\{y 1, ••• ,yk}) S ;\(X'\{x},Y'\{y 1 , ••• ,yk-l}) + 
;\(X'\{x},Y'\{yk}) - ;\(X'\{x},Y') s 
Jx' \ - (k-1) - l + jx'! -2 - >,.(x',Y') - >,.(0,Y') + >,.({x},Y') s 
Ix' I - k - I. 
But now we have ;\(X'\{x},Y'\Y') s Jx' I - jY' I -I = -1. 
This contradicts the definition of a linking function. 
(a) (ii) Interchange the roles of X' and Y' in (a) (i). 
(a) (iii) Let jY'j > Ix' I. It is sufficient to prove that there is a y E Y' 
with ;\(X',Y'\{y}) = jx' I. Suppose that for each ye Y' 
>,.(X' ,Y'\{y}) s Jx' I -I. Then it is easy to prove by induction 
that foreachy 1, ..• ,yk E Y': ;\(X',Y'\{y1, •.. ,yJ-) s lx'I -k. 
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But then A(X 1 ,Y 1 \Y 1 ) ~ Jx'I - !Y'J < O. This contradicts 
the definition of a linking function. 
(a) (iv) Interchange the roles of X' and Y' in (a)(iii). 
(a) (v) First we prove that Jx' I = Jx"I (= IY' I = IY"J). 
Suppose Ix' I = IY' I < Ix"! = JY"l • Since (X' ,Y') is maximal under 
property ( l) we have: for each x E X", y E Y" : 
A(X'u{x},Y'u{y}) = Ix'! = IY' I, Then, by induction, we have for 
each x EX', y 1, ... ,yk E Y": A(X'u{x},Y'u{y 1 , ••• ,yK}) =Ix'!= !Y'I• 
Fork= I, this is known. 
If k > I and A(X'u{x},Y'u{y 1 , ••• ,yk-l}) = Jx'J = IY'I, then 
A(X'u{x},Y'u{y 1 , ... ,yk}) :', A(X'u{x}, Y'u{y1 , ... ,yk-l}) + 
A(X'u{x},Y'u{yk}) - A(X'u{x},Y') = Ix' I + Ix' I - Jx' I= Jx' \. 
So we know: for each x E X": >..(X'u{x},Y'uY") = Ix' I = IY' J. 
By a similar argument: A(X'uX",Y'uY") = Jx' I = IY' J. 
But A(X'uX",Y'uY") ~ A(X",Y") = Ix"! == IY"I, and therefore 
J X' I ~ IX" 1- This contradicts our assumption. 
Second we prove that A (X', Y") = IX' J . Let C c Y, such that 
(I) A(X',C) =Ix'[= lei and (2) !cnY"I maximal with property (1). 
We have to prove that C = Y". Suppose, therefore, that y E Y" \ C. 
Then: A(X' ,(CnY")u{y}) ~ A(X' ,Cu{y}) + A(X'uX",(CnY")u{y}) -
- A(X'uX",Cu{y}) ~ Ix' I + lcnY"I + l - Ix' I = lcnY"I + L 
Then also by (a) (iv) there exists some D c X' with 
>..(D,(CnY")u{y}) = lcnY"I + I and some maximal pair (D' ,C') with 
>,_(D' ,C') = ID' I = jc' I, D c D' c X' and (CnY") u {y} c C' cc u {y}. 
But then, by the first part of this proof (a)(v), D' = X'. Also: 
lc'nY"I > lcnY"I. This contradicts the maximality of lcnY"I and 
thus C = Y". 
(a) (vi) Of course >,_(X',Y') ~ max{IX"I I X"cX',Y"cY',>,_(X",Y") = Ix"\ = jY"I}. 
It is sufficient to prove that if >,_(X',Y') < \x'I, then there 
exists an x EX' with \(X'\{x},Y') = A(X',Y'). For then there 
exists an X" c X' with >,_(X",Y') = lx"I = >..(X',Y'), and then by 
(a)(iii) there exists a Y" c Y' with A(X",Y") = jx"I = IY"I = >-.(X' ,Y'). 
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Suppose that for each x EX': A(X'\{x},Y') < \(X',Y'). Then, by 
induction, for each x1, ••• ,~ EX': A(X'\{x1, •.• ,~},Y'):::; A(X',Y')-k 
and then: A(X'\X',Y') :::; A(X',Y') - lx'I < 0. This is not true. 
(b) Let x 1 , Y1 , x2, Y2 be such that: x 1 A Y1 (maximal in (X'nX",Y'uY")) 
and x2 A Y 2 (maximal in (X' uX", Y' nY")). 
Then, of course, lx 1 I = IY 1 I = \(X'nX",Y'uY") and 
lx2 I = IY21 = A(X'uX",Y'nY"). 
Thus there exist x3 , 
y 1 c y 3 c Y' u Y", x 3 
x2 c x4 c x' u x", Y2 
(X' uX", Y' uY")) • 
Y3, x4, y4 with: Xie x3 c X' u X", 
A Y3 (maximal in (X'uX",Y'uY")), 
A 
c Y4 c Y' u Y" and x4 +-+- Y4 (maximal in 
Therefore, by condition (iv) of the definition of a set of linked 
pairs, x3 A Y4 and ix31 = IY41. 
Then, by condition (iii): 
A 
x3 n X' - Y, A 4 
say x3 n X' +-+ Y5 c Y4 , 
also: x3 n X' +f:_y5 n Y', 
A say x3 n X' ~ x5 +-+ Y5 n Y' 
i.e. x5 ~ Y' with lx5 1 = IY5nY'I = !Y5 1 - IY5\Y'I = 
I x3 nx' I - I Y 5 \ Y' I :::; I x3 nX' I - I Y 4 \ Y' I . 
Similarly, there exists an x6 c X" with x6 _!:_,, Y" and 
I x6 I ;?: I x3 nx" I - I Y 4 \ Y" I . 
Now we have: 
\(X',Y') + A(X",Y");?: lx5 1 + lx6 I;?: lx3nx'I - IY4\Y'I + lx3nx"I -
IY4 \Y"I = lx3 I + !x3nx'nx"I - IY4 I + IY4nY'nY"I ;?: lx1 I + IY2 1 = 
t.(X'nX",Y'uY") + A(X'uX",Y'nY"). • 
Note: if a linking system is given as (X,Y,A) without further specification 
it is understood that A is its linking function. Likewise the symbol A will 
be reserved for the set of linked pairs. Also, given an l.s. with linking 
functions A (without or with a subscript) we take silently for granted that 
the corresponding set of linked pairs is A (without or with the same sub-
script), and vice versa. Furthermore, in subscripts we use the symbols A and 
A promiscuously, e.g. XA will mean the same as XA. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (X,Y,\) be an l.s. Then: 
( i) X' Ly, iff A (XI' y I) = I y I I ; 
(ii) X' A Y' iff \(X' ,Y') IX' I; 
-
= 
(iii) X' A Y' iff X' ~ Y' and X' LY'· +--+ • 
(iv) if X' ~ Y' and X'' C X' then X" ~ Y'; 
(v) ".t:' X' Ly, and Y11 CY' then X' Lyn. 1, .J • 
(vi) if X" A Y" (maximal in (X' , Y')) and 
X 111 ~ Y 111 ( maximal in (X 1 , Y' ) ) , then IX" J = J Y"' I 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
* If (X,Y,\) is an l.s. then the dual linking system is the l.s. (Y,X,\) 
* with for each X' c X, Y' c Y: \ (Y',X') = \(X',Y'). 
Then of course A*= {(Y',X') J X' 4 Y'}. 
EXAMPLES OF LINKING SYSTEMS 
a. Deltoid linking systems. 
Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. Then the set 6E = {(X',Y') J X' & Y' linked in E} 
forms the set of linked pairs of an l.s. (X,Y,~E) (see_proposition 1.3). Its 
linking function oE is then, of course, given by: 
oE(X',Y') = max{jx"I IX" C X', Y" CY', X" & Y" linked 1.n E}, and by 
KONIG's theorem 1.2 this equals: min{ Jx"j + JY"I I X" c X', Y" c Y', (X",Y") 
is a covering of (X',Y',E')}. Linking systems constructed in this way are 
called deltoid linking systems. It can be seen easily that (6E)* =~*,so 
the dual of a deltoid linking system is again a deltoid linking syst~m. 
b. Gammoid linking systems. 
Let (Z,E) be a digraph, and X, Y c Z. Then the set 
rE = {(X' ,Y') j X' & Y' linked in E} forms the set of linked pairs of an l.s. 
(X,Y,rE) (see proposition 1.5). Its linking function yE is then, of course, 
given by: yE(X' ,Y') = max{ jx11 j I X" c X', Y" c Y', X" & Y" linked in E}, 
and byMENGER's theorem 1.4. this equals: min{jz'j j Z' c Z, Z' 1.s 
(X' ,Y')-disconnecting}. Linking systems constructed in this way are called 
garnrnoid linking systems. Of course, every deltoid l.s. is a ganunoid l.s. 
and the dual of a garrnnoid l.s. is itself a gannnoid l.s. 
c. Linking systems representable over a field. 
Let (X,Y,~) be a matrix over a field F. Then the set 
A = {(X' ,Y') I X' & Y' linked in~} forms the set of linked pairs of an ~ 
l.s. (X,Y,A~) (see proposition I.I) and its linking function A~ is then 
given by: A~(X',Y') = the rank of the submatrix (X',Y',~') of (X,Y,~). 
Linking systems constructed in this way are called representable over F; 
an l.s. representable over GF(2) is called binary. 
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Again, (A~)*= A* and the dual of an l.s. representable over Fis itself 
~ 
representable over F. 
3. MATROIDS AND LINKING SYSTEMS 
There exist close relations between the notions of matroids and 
linking systems and in this section we give some of these relations. First 
we notice 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. and Y' c Y. Let I be the set of all 
X' c X with X' -A+ Y'. Then I forms the collection of independent subsets 
of a matroid (X,I). 
PROOF. Straightforward. 0 
If the l.s. of proposition 3.1 is a deltoid l.s. then the matroid formed 
in proposition 3.1 is a so-called transversal matroid; if the l.s. is 
a gamm.oid l.s. then it can be proved that the matroid is a gammoid and if 
the l.s. is representable over a field F, then also the matroid is repre-
sentable over F. 
Second we give a one-to-one correspondence between based matroid (see 
section I) and linking systems. 
Let X and Y be disjoint sets. The one-to-one relations will be between 
based matroids(X,Y,B), resp. (X,Y,r), resp. (X,Y,p) and linking systems 
(X,Y,A), resp. (X,Y,A). The correspondence will be denoted by subscripts, 
i.e. with B, r, p will correspond AB' Ar or AP, resp. AB' Ar or Ap' and 
with A, resp. A will correspond BA or BA, resp. IA or IA, resp. PA or PA• 
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Let (X,Y,B) be a based matroid, with rank-function p. 
Define: AB= {(X',Y') E P(X) x P(Y) I (X\X') u Y' EB} 
and "B(X',Y') = p((X\X')uY') - jX\X'I (X'cX,Y'cY). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (X,Y,AB) is a linking system, with linking function "B· 
PROOF. First we prove that (X,Y,1..8) is an l.s. and second that AB is the 
corresponding set of linked pairs. 
(I) Conditions (i) and (iv) of the definition of a linking function can be 
checked straightforwardly. 
The proof of condition (ii) runs as follows. 
Since we know that X \ X' is an independent set of the matroid, it is true 
that jX\X'I s p((X\X')uY'), i.e. 0 s 1..8 (x',Y'). 
Further, since Xis a base, p((X\X')uY')s Jxl, and so 
p((X\X')uY') - Jx\x'I s; lx'j,i.e. 1..8 (x',Y') s lx'!-
Also, of course, p((X\X')uY') s; j(X\X')uY'I = IX\X'I + IY' I, i.e. 
"B (XI , y I) s; I y' I . 
Finally we prove condition (iii). 
If X' c X" c X and Y' c Y" c Y, then 
"B(X' ,Y') = p((X\X')uY') - jx\X' I s; p((X\X")uY') + p(X"\X') - Jx\X' I 
s; p ((X\X") uY") + I X"\X' I - I X\X' I = 1..8 (x", Y"). 
(2) Second we have to prove: A8 (X',Y') = Ix' I= JY'I iff (X' ,Y') E A8 ; 
(X'cX,Y'cY). 
This goes straightforwardly: 1..8 (X',Y') = Jx' I= IY' I iff 
p ( (X\X') uY') - I X\X' I = IX' I = I Y' I iff p ((X\X') uY') = IX I = I X\X' I + I Y' I 
iff (X\X') u Y' is a base iff (X',Y') E AB. 0 
Let (X,Y,A) be a l.s. (with disjoint X and Y), with linking function 1... 
Define: BA= {(X\X')uY' IX' A Y'}, 
IA= {(X\X')uY' I X' ~ Y'}, 
and p A (X' uY' ) = A (X\X' , Y' ) + IX' I (X' cX, y' cY) . 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (X,Y,BA) is a based matPoid, with set of-independent sets 
IA and rank-function pA. 
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PROOF. First we prove that (X,Y,pA) is a based matroid, secondly that BA is 
the corresponding bases-collection and thirdly that IA is the corresponding 
collection of independent sets. 
(1) Conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) can be proved straightforwardly. 
The proof of condition (iii) runs as follows. 
If XI c X" c X, Y' c Y" c Y, then: 
pA(X'uY') = ;._(x\X',Y') + jx'I:::; ;._(x\X",Y') + ;._(x"\X',Y') + Jx'I:::; 
A (X\X" 'Y") + I X"\X I I + IX I I = p A (X'° 'Y") • 
Also, since pA(Xu0) = ;._(0,0) + jxj = pA(XuY), it is true that Xis a base. 
(2) Second we have to prove: 
x' u Y' EB iff p (X'uY') = !x'uY'I = !xi A A (X'cX,Y'cY). 
This follows from: 
p (X'uY') = jx'uY' I = !xi iff ;._(x\X' ,Y') + Ix' I = !x'uY' I = Jxl iff A 
A(X\X' ,Y') = IX\X' I = IY' I iff (X\X') A Y' iff X' u Y' EBA. 
(3) Finally, let X' c X, Y' c Y. 
Then X' u Y' E IA iff (X\X') +LY' iff (X\X") A Y" for some X" => X' ,Y" => Y' 
iff X" u Y" EBA for some X":::, X', Y" :::i Y'. D 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
(i) If (X,Y,A) is a linking system, then A= AB and (BA)*= B * 
A A 
* (ii) If (X,Y,8) is a based matroid, then B = BA and (A8) = A . B B* 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X,Y,A) and (X,Y,B) be a corresponding pair of an 
and a based matroid. Let F be a field. Then: 
(i) (X,Y,A) is a deltoid Z.s. iff (X,Y,B) is a deltoid-based deltoid. 
(ii) (X,Y,A) ~s a gammoid Z.s. iff (X,Y,B) is a based gammoid. 
(iii) (X,Y,A) is representable over F iff (X,Y,B) is representable over F. 
PROOF. see the examples of section l and 2. D 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (X,Y,A) be a gamnoid Z.s. Then there exists a natural 
number N such that (X,Y,A) is representable over every field F with JFJ ~ N. 
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PROOF. Since, by proposition 3.5, (X,Y,BA) is a based gannnoid, there exists, 
by proposition 1.7 (ii), a natural number N such that (X,Y,BA) is represent-
able over every field F with IFI ~ N, but then, again by proposition 3.5, 
also (X,Y,A) is representable over every field F with IF! ~ N. D 
4. LINK.ING OF MATROIDS AND LINKING SYSTEMS 
In this section we show how a matroid (X,1) and an l.s. (X,Y,A) can be 
linked and form a new matroid (Y,1*A), and how two linking systems (X,Y,A 1) 
and (Y,Z,A2) can be linked and form a new l.s. (X,Z,A 1*A2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X,1) be a matroid and (X,Y,A) an l.s. 
Set 1 *A= {Y' c YI there is an X' E 1 such that X' A Y'}. Then (Y,I*A) 
is a matroid with collection of independent sets I* A and with rank-
function given by: 
p * A(Y') = min[)..(X' ,Y') + p(X\X')] (X'cX, Y'cY). 
X'cX 
PROOF. We may suppose that X and Y are disjoint (otherwise take disjoint 
copies of X and Y). We know that for each X' c X, Y' c Y: 
X' u Y' E IA iff (X\X') +LY'. 
Now, form the matroid M = (XuY,Iv1A) (see section 1.c), and take Y' c Y. 
Then, of course, Y' EI* A iff Xu Y' is independent in 1 v IA' i.e., 
since Xis independent in (XuY,IvIA)' iff Y' is independent in (IvIA) • Y; 
thus I* A= (IvIA) • Y. 
The rank-function p * A is then, of course, (pvpA) • Y, 
so for each Y' c Y we have: 
(P*A)(Y') = ((pvpA)•Y)(Y') = (pvpA)(XuY') - (pvpA)(X) = 
min [p(X') + p (X'uY") + IX\X' I + IY'\Y"I J - !xi = 
X'cX A 
Y"cY' 
min [p(X') + A(X\X',Y") + lx'I + jx\x'I + IY'\Y"I - lxlJ = 
x'cx 
Y"cY' 
min [p(X') + A(X\X' ,Y") + IY'\Y"IJ = 
X'cX 
Y"cY' 
min [A(X' ,Y') + p(X\X')J. 
X'cX 
min [ p (X' ) + A ( X\X' , Y' ) J = 
X'cX 
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DEFINITION. I* A is called the product of I and A. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (PERFECT [10]). Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. and (X,I) a matroid. 
Then the set J = {Y' c Y I Y' linked in E with some independent subset of 
X} foP171s the collection of independent subsets of a matroid (Y,J). 
PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 4.1. D 
COROLLARY 4.3. (BRUALDI [!]). Let (Z,E) be a digraph and X, Y c Z. Let 
further (X,I) be a matroid. Then the set J = {Y' c Y I Y' linked in E with 
some independent subset of X} forms the collection of independent subsets 
of a matroid (Y,J). 
PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 4.1. D 
COROLLARY 4.4. (see theorem 3.1.) Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. and Y' c Y. 
Let I be the set of all X' c X with X' LY'. Then I forms the collection 
of independent subsets of a matroid (X,I). 
PROOF. Set J * = P(Y'). Then (Y,J) is a matroid and I= J * A . D 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. and (X,I) a matroid. Let B be a base 
of (Y,I*A) and A EI such that A AB. Let [A] be the closure of A in the 
matroid, ([A],Y,A') the new l.s. with A'= An (P([AJ)xP(Y)) and ([AJ,I') 
the new matroid with I'= In P([A]). Then: 
(i) Y' EI* A iff [A]~ X' A Y' for some X' EI; 
(ii) I* A= I' * A'. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove (i), for (ii) is a corollary of (i). 
Let D be a base of (Y,I*A). We have to prove the existence of an indepen-
A dent subset C of [A] such that C +-+ D. 
Suppose Cc Xis such that: 
(1) C is independent in (X,I) and CAD; 
(2) p(CuA) is minimal with property (1); 
(3) jcuA! is minimal with properties (I) and (2). 
If p(CuA) = !Al then Cu Ac [A], which was to be proved. 
Therefore suppose p(CuA) > jAj = !BJ = !cl = ID!. 
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Then there exists an x EA\ C such that Cu {x} is independent. 
Then: A((AnC)u{x},D) ~ A(Cu{x},D) + A((AnC)u{x},BuD) - A(Cu{x},BuD)= 
= ID\ + \(A~C)u{x}\ - le\= l(AnC)u{x}I. 
A Therefore: (AnC) u {x}-+ D, 
A 
also: C +-r D, 
A 
and so there exists a C' c Cu {x} such that C' +-r D and (AnC) u {x} c C'. 
But then is C' independent, p(C'uA) ~ p(CuA) and lc'nA\ > \cnAI i.e. 
Jc'uA\ < JcuA\, contradicting conditions (l), (2), (3) above. D 
COROLLARY 4.6. (MASON [6]). Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. and (X,1) a matroid. 
Let (Y,]) be the product of I and ~E and Ba base of this matroid, which 
is linked to an independent set Ac X. Then (Y,]) is induced by 
([A],Y,En([A]xY)) and ([A],InP([A])). 
PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 4.5. D 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A2) be linking systems. A 
Define A1 * A2 = {(X' ,Z') IX' c X, Z' c Zand for some Y' c Y: X'--!..+ Y' 
A 
and Y' ~ Z'}, (the product of A1 and A2). Then (X,z,A 1*A2) is a linking 
system, with linking function given by (A 1*A 2)(X' ,Z') = 
min[\ 1(X',Y') + A2(Y\Y',Z)]. 
Y'cY 
PROOF. Without restrictions on the generality we may suppose that X, Y and 
Z are pairwise disjoint sets. 
Now we have: (X',Z') E A1 * A2 iff (X\X') u Yu Z' is a base of the 
matroid (XuYuZ,BA vBA ), i.e., since Y is independent in (XuYuZ,BA vBA ), 
l 2 l 2 
iff (X\X') u Z' is a base of the contraction of (XuYuZ,BA vBA) to Xu Z. 
1 2 
Since Xis also a base of this last matroid, we have: 
Al * A2 = A((BA vBA ),(XuZ))' 
l 2 
Therefore, A1 * A2 is an l.s. Its linking function Al * A2 equals then, of 
course, \(pA vp\ )•(XuZ)) and so, for each X'cX, Z' c Z: 
I 2 
(A1*\2)(X',Z') = A (X',Z') prop.3.2. ((p\ vpA )•(XuZ)) 
1 2 
((pA vp" ~ • (XuZ)) ((X\X')uZ') - IX\X'I section 
I 2 
(p" vp" )((X\X')uYuZ') - (p" vp:>.. )(Y) - IX\X' I = 
I 2 I 2 
I • c. 
min [p (X"uY") + p (Y"uZ") + jx\(X'uX")I + IY\Y"I + lz'\Z"I 
X"cX\X I A 1 A2 
Y"cY 
Z"cZ' 
- I y I - IX \XI I 
min D 1(X\X",Y") + Az(Y\Y",Z") + IZ'\Z"IJ = 
X"cX\X' 
Y"cY 
Z"cZ' 
min [:>.. 1(X\X",Y") 
X"cX\X 1 
Y"cY 
+ min D 2(Y\Y",Z") + IZ'\Z"IJJ = 
Z"cZ' 
prop.3.3. 
min 0 1(X\X",Y") + Az(Y\Y",Z')J = min[).. (X',Y") + ).. 2(Y\Y",Z')J. 0 X"cX\X' y"cy I 
Y"cY 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let (X,1) be a matroid and (X,Y,A 1), (Y,Z,A2) and 
(Z,u,A3) linking systems. Then: 
(i) (I*A 1) * A2 = 1 * (A 1*A 2); 
(ii) (A 1*A2) * A3 = A1 * (A2*A3). 
PROOF. Obvious. • 
Finally, we show how some properties of matroids and linking systems 
behave, when we link them with each other. 
THEOREM 4.9. 
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(i) Let (X,1) be a matroid and (X,Y,A 1) an Z.s. Then there exists a natural 
number N such that: if (X,1) and (X,Y,A 1) are representable over a 
field F with jFj ~ N, then (Y,I*A 1) is representable over F. 
(ii) Let (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A2) be linking systems. Then there exists a 
natural number N such that: if (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A2) are representable 
over a field F with IFI ~ N, then (X,Z,A 1*A2) is representable over F. 
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PROOF. By proposition l.7.(i) and the proof of proposition 4.1. resp. 4.7., 
the theorem can be easily proved by constructing the corresponding based 
matroids (X,Y,BA) and (Y,Z,BA ). 0 
I 2 
REMARK. In general it is not valid that, if (X,Y,A 1) and (Y,Z,A2) are rep-
resentable over a field F, then also (X,Z,A 1*A2) is representable over F. 
For instance, let X = Z = {a,b} and Y = {c,d} and (X,Y,cjl) the matrix over 
GF(2) with cp(a,c) = cp(a,d) = cj)(b,d) = and ¢(b,c) = O. 
Set A1 = Acjl and A2 = (A¢)*. Then A1 and A2 are binary, but A1 * A2 is not 
binary. 
THEOREM 4.10. 
Then A¢ * Acp 
Let (X,Y,¢ 1) and (Y,z,cp 2) be matrices over the field F. 
I 2 
~A~~, i.e. A * A * A • 
'1'1'1'2 ¢1 ¢2 4'1¢2 
PROOF: We have to prove: if X' & Z' are linked in Acj) cjJ • then there is a 
I 2 
Y' c Y, such that X' & Y' are linked in Acjl 
l 
and Y' & Z' are linked in A¢ • 
In fact it is sufficient to prove: if !xi = izl 
2 
and (X,Y,¢ 1) and (Y,Z,¢ 2) 
are matrices over F and furthermore (X,z,cp 1¢2 ) is a regular matrix, then 
there exists a Y' c Y, such that (X,Y' ,¢ 1) and (Y' ,z,cp2) are regular ma-
trices. The latter is left to the reader. 0 
REMARK. In general it is not valid that Acjl 
I 
remark shows. 
* A ¢2 
= Acj) cp , as the preceding 
l 2 
THEOREM 4.11. Let (X,Y,E 1) and (Y,Z,E2) be bipartite graphs. 
Then 8E * ~E c 8E E, i.e. OE * OE ~ OE E • 
l 2 12 I 2 12 
PROOF. If X' & Z' are linked in ~E * 6E, then there is some Y' c Y with: 
1 2 
X' & Y' linked in E1 and Y' & Z' linked in E2• But then X' & Z1 linked in 
E 1E2 , i.e. in 8E E. 0 
I 2 
REMARK. In general it is not valid that the product of two deltoid linking 
systems, is again a deltoid linking system, as shows the following example: 
Let !xi = iz! = 2 and jYj = I; further let E1 =Xx Y and E2 = Y x z. 
Then 6E * ~ is not a deltoid linking system. 
J E2 
THEOREM 4.12. The product of tuJo gamrnoid systems is again a gammoid 
linking system. 
PROOF. Left to the reader. 0 
5. LINKING SYSTEMS AND BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
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In this section we give a relation between linking systems and bipar-
tite graphs. We have already defined for each b.g. (X,Y,E) a corresponding 
l.s. (X,Y,bE) with: (X',Y') E bE iff X' & Y' linked in E. 
We now define for each l.s. (X,Y,A) a b.g. (X,Y,E) by: 
(x,y) E EA iff ({x},{y}) EA, (xEX, yEY). 
The mapping E + ~E gives, of course, a one-to-one relation between bipar-
tite graphs and deltoid linking systems, and also E = E~. It is evidently 
in general not true, that the mapping A+ EA is a one-to~one function. 
Furthermore we can state: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (X,Y,A) be an Z.s. Then: (X,Y,A) is a deltoid linking 
system iff A= bE . 
A 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
Now we show that the deltoid linking system corresponding to a b.g. is, 
in an obvious way, the greatest l.s. corresponding to that b.g. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. Then Ac ~E, 
A 
i.e. ;>,_:,; oE. 
A 
PROOF. We have to prove: if (X',Y') EA, then X' & Y' are linked in EA. 
Suppose therefore that X' & Y' are linked in A, but not in EA. By Konig's 
theorem 1.2. there exist X" c X', Y" c Y' with lx"I + IY"I < Ix' I = IY' I 
and X" u Y" is a covering of (X' ,Y' ,EAn(X'xY')). 
Then set X"' = X' \ X" and Y"' = Y' \ Y". Then for each x EX"' and y E Y"' 
(x,y) 4 EA. Therefore A(X"',Y"') = O. But then: 
;>,_(X' ,Y') :,; ;>,_(X"' ,Y') + ;>,_(X",Y') :,; 11.(X"' ,Y"') + 11.(X"' ,Y") + 11.(X",Y') :,; 0 + 
+ I Y" I + IX" I < IX' I • 
Thus X' & Y' are not linked in A and this contradicts our assumption. 0 
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COROLLARY 5. 3. Let (X, Y, E) be a b. g. Then ¾: is the maximum ( under in-
clusion) of all linking systems A with EA= E. 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
So we have proved: 
if X' A Y', then there is a linking of X' & Y' in EA. 
In the following theorem we prove: 
if there is exactly one linking of X' & Y' in EA' then X' A Y'. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. and X' c X, Y' c Y, IX' I = IY' I. If 
there is precisely one linking in EA betu:Jeen X' and Y' then X' & Y' are 
linked in A. 
PROOF. We prove this with induction to lx'I. 
If X' = 0 then X' & Y' are linked in A. 
Suppose we have proved the statement for all X' c X, Y' c Y with Ix' I = IY' Is k 
and take X' c X, Y' c Y, x EX, y E Y such that: 
(i) lx'I = IY' I = k, x € X \ X' y € y \ Y', 
' 
(ii) the only linking between X' u {x} and Y' u {y} is twithJ1,[X']= 
and JI, (x) x' = y. A 
= {aEX' (a,y) 
€ EA}. :,. ~ Set A 
There exists precisely one linking JI,' be-
tween X' and Y' (namely JI,' = JI, IX'), there-
fore (by induction)>.(X',Y') = Jx'J = IY'J. 
y 
Also Va EA: X' \ {a} u {x} & Y' are not linked in EA Y' 
Y' 
(otherwise there would be another linking between X' u {x} & Y' u {y}), and 
therefore, by theorem 5.2, X' \ {a} u {x} & Y' are not linked in A, thus: 
Va E A: A(X'\{a}u{x},Y') s Ix' I - I. 
Now, by another induction, we can prove Va1, ••• ,~: 
A(X'\{a1, ... ,~}u{x},Y') s Ix'! - k. (If k =1 this is true, and if the pro-
position is proved fork, then 
A(X'\{a1, ••. ,~+l}u{x},Y') S A(X'\{a1, •.• ,~}u{x},Y') + ;>,.(X'\{~+l}u{x},Y') -
-;>,.(x'u{x},Y') s Ix' I - k + Ix' I - 1 - Ix' I = Ix' I - (k+I).) 
Then it follows: A(X'\Au{x},Y') s Ix' I - IA! = jx'\AI. 
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Therefore: A(X'u{x},Y'u{y}) ~ A(X'\Au{x},Y'u{y}) + A(X'u{x},Y') -
A(X'\Au{x},Y') ~ A(X'\Au{x},{y}) + A(X'\A,Y'u{y}) - A(X'\A,{y}) + 
I Y ' I - I X' \A I = I + I X' \A I - 0 + I Y ' I - I X ' \A I = I YI I + I = 
jx'u{x}I, 
Thus X'u{x} & Y'u{y} are linked in A. 0 
There is a relation between the b.g. corresponding with an l.s. and 
the circuits (see section 1.c) of the corresponding based matroid. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. 
Then: 
(i) foP each y 
X u {y} is 
Let (X,Y,B) be a based matPoid and E = EA • 
B 
E Y the unique ciPcuit of the matpoid (XuY,B) 
the set {y} u {x E X I (x,y) EE}; 
contained in 
(ii) foP each x EX the unique ciPcuit of the matroid (XuY,B*) contained 
in Yu {x} is the set {x} u {y E Y I (x,y) EE}. 
PROOF. Left to the reader. D 
To conclude this section, we show that an l.s. (X,Y,A) is completely deter-
mined by the sub linking systems (X1,Y 1,An(P(X 1)xP(Y 1))), ••• ,(Xn'yn'An(P(Xn)x 
P(Yn))), where (X 1 ,Y 1), ••• ,(Xn,Yn) are the components of (X,Y,EA). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (X,Y,t..) be a linking system, X', X" c X, Y', Y" c Y, 
X' n X" = Y' n Y" = (IJ, lx'I = jY11 \, lx"I = jY'j. IfX' u Y" is independent 
in EA, i.e. if EA n (X' xY") = 0, then: X' u X" & Y' u Y' a1'e linked in 
>,. <-+ X' & Y' and X" & Y" are linked in A, 
PROOF . .-. >,.(X' ,Y') ~ A(X' ,Y'uY") + A(X' ,0) - A(X' ,Y") = Ix' l + o - O = \Y' I; 
>..(X",Y") :2: A(X'uX",Y") + A((IJ,Y") - >,.(X',Y") = IY"I + O - O = lx"I, 
<= >..(X'uX",Y'uY") ::::: t..(X' ,Y'uY") + t..(X'uX",Y") - t..(X' ,Y") = Ix' I + 
I Y" I - o = Ix' ux" I . • 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let (X,Y,A) be an Z.s. and (X1,Y1), .•• ,(Xn,Yn) the compo-
nents of (X,Y,EA). Let for each i = t, ••. ,n: X! c x. and Y! c Y .• 
H l l l l 
n 
Then: . U X! & 
i=! i 
Zinked in A. 
n 
.UY! a1:"e Zinked in A iff for each i = 1, ... ,n: X' & Y' aPe 
1.= I l 
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PROOF. It is easy to prove, by 
k 
for each k = 1, ••• ,n: U X! & 
i=l 1 
X! & Y! are linked in A. D 
1 1 
6. BINARY DELTOIDS 
induction to k and using theorem 5.6, that 
k U Y! are linked in A iff Vi= 1, .•• ,k: 
i=l 1 
In this chapter we give a characterization of binary deltoids in terms 
of their underlying bipartite graphs. 
In the preceding sections we have introduced two mappings: 
E + 6E' from bipartite graphs to deltoid linking systems; 
A+ EA' from linking systems to bipartite graphs. 
In this section we need a third relation: 
E + BE, between bipartite graphs and binary linking systems. 
This is defined as follows. Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. and (X,Y,~) the matrix over 
GF(2) such that: ~(x,y) = l if£ (x,y) € E, (xEX,yEY). 
Then BE= A~, the linking system corresponding with the matrix (X,Y,~) 
(see section 2). The corresponding linking function is denoted by SE(=A$). 
The mapping E + BE gives, of course, a one-to-one relation between bipar-
tite graphs and binary linking systems, and a binary l.s. is completely 
determined by its b.g. Also E =EB. 
E 
Furthermore we can state: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (X,Y,A) be an l.s. Then: (X,Y,A) is binary iff 
A= BE. 
A 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
THEOREM 6.2. If (X,Y,E) is a b.g., then the following statements are equiv-
alent: 
(i) (X,Y,oE) is a binaT'?f linking system; 
(ii) SE= oE, or BE= ~E; 
(iii) if (X,Y,A) is an l.s. and E = EA then A= 6E (i.e. there is only one 
linking system aorreponding to E); 
(iv) if X' & Y' are linked in E, then the number of linkings of X' & Y' 
is odd; 
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(v) if X' & Y' are linked in E, then the number of linkings of X' & Y' 
is one; 
(vi) (X,Y,E) is a forest, i.e. it contains no airouits. 
PROOF. 
(i) ++ (ii) By proposition 6.1. we have: ~Eis binary iff 6E = BE = BE. 
6E 
(ii)-+ (iv) If X' & Y' are linked in E, then X' & Y' are linked in 6E and 
so (by (ii) in BE; therefore (X',Y',~i) is regular in GF(2), 
and thus the number of linkings in E of X' and Y' is odd 
(=I (mod,2)). 
(iv)-+ (vi) Suppose there are circuits. Let then x 1, ••• ,xn € X and 
Y 1, ••• ,yn E Y such that: 
(I) (x1 ,y1), (x2 ,y1), (x2,y2), ... , (xn,yn), (x1 ,yn) EE, n ~ 2, 
(2) l{x 1, ••• ,xn}j = n minimal under property (1). 
Then the only two linkings are: 
Q, 1 wi th Vi = 1 , ••• , n : fl 1 (xi) = Yi , 
and 
J/., 2 with Vi= 2, ... ,n: fl 2(xi) = Yi-l' 
and 
t2(xl) = Yn· 
Y, Y2 
Suppose there is a third linking t 3 with fl3 (x 1) = yj 
(without loss of generality) and 2 s j < n. 
Xn 
Yn 
The~ ({x 1,x. 1, ••• ,x },{y., ••• ,y }) is a circuit with length J+ n J n 
2(n+l-j), and 2 s n + 1 - j < n, contradicting property (2). 
Thus then the number of linkings of X' & Y' is 2, contradicting 
(iv). 
(vi)-+ (v) Suppose X' & Y' are linked and the number of linkings is more 
than one. 
Then the pair (X',Y') contains a circuit, thus our assumption 
contradicts (vi). 
(v)-+ (iii) If (X,Y,A) is an l.s. with EA= E, then we have to prove ~E c A. 
This is true, since: if X' & Y' are linked in 6E' then X' & Y' 
are linked in E, thus, by (v), there is exactly one linking in 
EA of X' &Y'; therefore, by theorem 5.4, X' &Y' are linked in A. 
(iii)-+ (ii) Since EB = E it follows from (iii) that BE = 6E. D 
E 
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COROLLARY 6.3. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent. 
(i) (X,Y,A) is a binary deltoid linking system; 
(ii) if (X,Y,A 1) is a linking system and EA 1 = EA, then A1 = A; 
(iii) if X' & Y' are linked in EA, then the number of linkings is odd; 
(iv) if X' & Y' are linked in EA' then the number of linkings is one; 
(v) (X,Y,EA) is a forest. 
PROOF. Straightforward from theorem 6.2. D 
7. DELTOID-BASES 
If (X,Y,B) is a deltoid-based deltoid, then not every base of (XuY,B) 
is a deltoid-base of the deltoido For example, set X = {a,b,c}, Y = {d,e}, 
d l::, C E = {(a,d),(b,d),(b,e),(c,e)} and X 
B = BE' l.. e. (X,Y,8) l.S the deltoid- E 
based deltoid generated by the b.g. 
(X,Y,E). Take X' = {a,b,c} and Y' = {b,e}. y 
d e 
Then X' is another base of (XuY,B), but not a deltoid-base; so (X' ,Y' ,B) 
is a based, but not a deltoid-based mat~oid. If X' were a deltoid-base, 
there would be a b.g. (X' ,Y' ,E') with B =BE,. But then: 
(a,b) E E' 
' 
since {a,c,d} is a base of BE, d a C x· (a,e) E E' , since {b,c,d} is a base of BE• 
(c,e) E E' 
' 
since {a,d,e} is a base of BE, E' 
(d,b) E E' since {a,b,c} l.S a base of BE• , 
(d,e) E' since {a,c,e} a base of BE. e 
y· 
E 
' 
l.S 
Then also: {a,d} & {b,e} linked in E' and so {b,c,e} EBE'' but {b,c,e} 1 BE. 
Therefore B =BE+ BE'" 
Below we characterize the deltoid-bases of a deltoid, given one deltoid-
base and the corresponding b.g. 
DEFINITION. Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. with disjoint X and Y, Let further 
X' c X, Y' c Y and X' & Y' linked in E with linking£ : X' • Y'. 
Then define: £' : Xu Y • Xu Y, 
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by: 9., I (X) = 9..(x), if X € XI; 
9.,' (y) -1 if Y'. = 9., (y)' y € 
' 
9., I (z) = z, if z i X' u Y'. 
Of course, 9..' is a bijection and for each z EX u Y: 9.. 1 (9..'(z)) = z. 
In the sequel when we speak of the b.g. corresponding with a based 
matroid (or with a base of a matroid), we shall mean the b.g. corresponding 
with the l.s. (see section 5), corresponding with that based matroid (or 
with the based matroid generated by that base; see section 3), 
First, we prove that, when we replace a deltoid-base by another base, the 
corresponding b.g. will become greater (or remains equal) in the following 
sense. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let M = (X,Y,8) be a deZtoid-based deZtoid with corresponding 
b.g. (X,Y,E), Zet X' c X, Y' c Y, X' & Y' linked in E and let X = X \ X' u Y', 
Y = Y \ Y' u X' and (X,Y,E) the b.g. corresponding with the based deZtoid 
(X,Y,B). 
Then for each linking 9.. of X' & Y' hoZds: 
Vx EX, y E Y: (x,y) EE=> (9..'(x),9..'(y)) EE. 
PROOF. Take x EX, y E Y such that (x,y) EE, and let 9.. be a linking of 
X' & Y'. Then: 
a. if xi X', y i Y': (x,y) EE=> X' u {x} & Y' u {y} linked in E 
=>X \ (X'u{x}) u(Y'u{y}) = X\{x} u{y} is a base of M 
=> (x,y) = (9..'(x),t'(y)) EE; 
b. if x EX', y { Y': (x,y) EE=> X' & Y' \ {9..'(x)} u {y} linked in E 
=> X \ X' u [Y'\{t'(x)} u{y}J = X \ {9..'(x)} u {y} is 
a base of M =o- (t'(x),y) = (t'(x),t'(y)) EE; 
c. if xi X', y i Y': (x,y) EE=> X' \ {9..'(y)} u {x} & Y' linked in E 
-
=>X \ [X'\U'(y)}u{x}J u Y' = X \ {x} u {.e,'(y)} is 
a base of M • (x,t'(y)) = (9..'(x),t'(y)) EE; 
d. if x EX', y E Y': (x,y) EE=> X' \ {9..'(y)} & Y' \ {t'(x)} linked in E 
=> X \ [X'\{9..'(y)}J u [Y'\{t'(x)}J = 
X \ {t'(x)}u{t'(y)} is a base of M => (t'(x),t'(y)) EE. 0 
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In what follows we need the notion of a normal edge in a b.g. 
DEFINITION. Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. and e = (x,y) EE. Then e is called a 
normal edge of E if for each x' EX and y 1 E Y it is true that: if (x' ,y) 
and (x,y') EE then (x',y') EE. 
Define further E = {e EE I e is a normal edge of E}. A linking 
N 
i: X' + Y' is called normal if for each x EX': (x,i(x)) E EN. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If (X,Y,E) ,,s a b.g. then (X,Y,EN) is a semi-corrrplete 
b. g. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that for each x, x' EX, y, y' E Y holds: 
( X' 'y) ' ( X 'y) • ( X. y I ) E EN => (XI 'y I ) E EN. 
Take x, x' EX, y, y' E Y and suppose (x',y), (x,y) and (x,y') are normal 
edges. Then, since (x,y) is a normal edge, (x' ,y') EE. 
Let further x" EX, y" E Y such that (x",y') and (x',y") belong to E. We 
have to prove: (x" ,y") E E. This can be done straightforwardly; since (x' ,y) 
is normal, (x,y") EE and then, since (x,y') is normal, (x",y") EE. 0 
Second we show that a necessary and sufficient condition for a new 
base to be a deltoid-base is, that the new b.g. (corresponding with the 
new base) is not properly greater then the former b.g. but equals this 
b.g. in a sense to be made more precise. Also we prove that every linking, 
lying under the transition of the two bases, is normal. 
THEOREM 7. 3. Let M = (X, Y ,B) be a deltoid-based deltoid -with correspondi.ng 
b.g. (X,Y,E), let X' c X, Y' c Y, X' & Y' linked in E and let X = X \ X' u Y' 
and Y = Y \ Y' u X' and (X,Y,E) the b.g. corresponding -with the based del-
toid (X,Y,B). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (X,Y,B) is a deltoid-based deltoid (i.e. Xis a deltoid-base); 
(ii) for each linking t of X' & Y' in E holds: (x,y) EE~ (t'(x),t'(y)) EE; 
(iii) for some linking t of X' & Y' in E holds: (x,y) EE~ (t'(x),t'(y)) EE; 
(iv) every linking t of X' & Y' is normal; 
(v) there exists a normal linking t of X' & Y'. 
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PROOF. 
(i) • (ii) Let ,Q, be a linking of X' & Y' in E. Then ,Q,-l is a linking of 
- -l Y' & X' in E, for if y E Y' then (,Q, (y),y) EE, therefore by 
theorem 7.1, (i'(Q,-l(y)),£ 1 (y)) = (y,.t- 1(y)) EE.Also (,Q,- 1) 1 = ,Q,'. 
Then Vx EX', Vy E Y' : (,Q,'(x),£'(y)) EE - (by (i) and theorem 
7.1) ((t-1) 1 (,Q, 1 (x)),(,Q,-l)'(£'(y))) = (Q,'Q,'(x),t',Q,'(y)) = (x,y) EE. 
The converse is theorem 7.1. 
(ii) • (iv) Let ,Q, be a linking of X' & Y' in E, let x E X1 • x' EX, y' E Y and 
(x',.t(x)),(x,2(x)), (x,y') EE. We have to prove: (x' ,y') EE. 
a. if x' i X', y' ¢ Y', then: X' u {x'} & Y' u {y'} linked in E 
• X \ (X'u{x'}) E (Y'u{y'}) = X \ {x'} u {y'} is a base of M 
=> (x',y') EE=> (£'(x'),i'(y')) = (x',y') EE; 
b. if x' EX', y' ¢ Y', then: X' & Y' \{i(x')} u{y'} linked in E 
=> X \X' u [Y'\{i(x')}u{y'}] = X \ {t(x')} u {y'} is a base of M 
=> (£(x'),y') EE=> (i'(t(x')),t'(y')) = (x',y') EE, 
c. if x' ¢ X', y' E Y', then: X'\{i(y') u {x'}&Y' linked inE 
=> X\[X'\{£'(y')} u{x'}J uY' = X\{x'} u{t'(y')} is a base ofM 
=> (x',,Q,'(y')) EE=> (i'(x'),,Q,'Q,'(y')) = (x',y') EE; 
d. if x' EX', y' EY 1 then (X'\{t'(y')}) &(Y'\{,Q,'(x')}) linked inE 
=> X \ (X'\{£'(y')}) u (Y'\{£' (x')}) = 
X \ {,Q,' (x')} u {JI,' (y')} is a base of M 
=> (£'(x'),£'(y')) EE=> (t't'(x'),9, 1 9,'(y')) = (x',y') EE. 
(iv) • (v) X' & Y' are linked, thus there exists a linking, which is then 
normal. 
(v) • (iii) Take the normal linking 9, from (v) and x EX, y E Y, such that 
(£ 1 (x),£'(y)) EE. We have to prove: (x,y) EE. 
a, If x ~ X', y J Y', then: 
-X \ {,Q,'(x)}u{.Q,'(y)} = (X\X'uY') \{9,'(x)}u{.t'(y)} = 
X \ (X'u{,Q,'(x)}) u (Y'u{£'(y)}) is a base of M => X' u {x} & 
Y' u {y} linked in E, say with linking ,Q,0 , 
{ Xj 1 Xl 1 Xs • . __ x
1
k 
, lo --
' \ \ \ .,.--
,;;-\ 2 \ 2 '/ ~---- 2 
\ _),- \ \ 
__ -<: \ \ \ 
;- Y 1 y1 Y.3 .Yk 
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We may suppose that: 
X' = {x 1, ... ,xn}' Y' = {y 1, •.. ,yn}' 
Vi= 1, •.• ,n: Jl(x.) = y., 
l. 1. 
£0 (x) = y 1 ; Vi= l, .•. ,k-1: t 0 (xi) = Yi+l; 
£0(~) = y. 
Since Jl is a normal linking it follows, respectively, that: 
(x,y2) e E, (x,y3) e E, ... , (x,yk) e E, (x,y) e E. 
b. If x e X', y ~ Y', then: 
X \ {£'(x)} u {£'(y)} = (X\X'uY') \ {£'(x)} u {£'(y)} = 
X \ X' u (Y'\{£'(x)}u{£'(y)}) is a base of M-. 
X' & Y' \ {£(x)} u {y} are linked in E, say with linking £0 . 
We may suppose that: 
X' = {x1•···•xn}' 
Y' = {yl, ... ,yn}, 
Vi = l, ... ,n: 
x = x 1; 
y 
Vi= J, ••• ,k-1: 
£0(x.)=y. I' l. 1.+ 
£0(~) = y. 
Xn 
i 
Yn 
Since£ is a normal linking it follows, respectively, that: 
(x,y3) e E, (x,y4) e E, .•• , (x,yk) e E, (x,y) e E. 
c. The case x J X' and ye Y' is treated similarly to b. 
d. If x e X', ye Y' and .ll(x) * y, then: 
-X \ {£'(x)} u {£'(y)} = (X\X'uY') \ {£'(x)} u {£'(y)} = 
X \ (X'\{£'(y)}) u (Y'\{£'(x)}) is a base of M-. 
X' \ {£'(y)} & Y' \ {£'(x')} are linked in E, say with 
linking 20 . 
We may suppose that: 
X' = {xl, ... ,xn}' X"'X1 Xz X3 xk 
Y' = {y1,·•·,Yn}, \ \ 
~1 \ \ f \ , lo X = XJ, y = yk' i \ \ \ \ Vi= l, ..• ,n: \ \ \ \ 
£(x.)=y., Y1 '/z Y.s '/= YI<. 1. 1. 
and 
£ 
Yn 
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Vi = 1 , ••• , k-1 : i 0 (x.) = y. l . 1 1.+ 
Since JI, is a normal linking it follows, respectively, that: 
(x,y3) EE, (x,y4 ) E E, ... ,(x,yk) = (x,y) EE. 
If t(x) = y, then also (x,y) = (x,t(x)) EE. 
(iii)+ (i) Let (X,Y,A) be the l.s. correponding to the based deltoid (X,Y,B). 
Then !Bl =#pairs of linked sets in (X,Y,E) = [by (iii)] 
# pairs of linked sets in (X,Y,E) = l~_I ~ [by thm.5.2] 
!Kl = I Bl. 
Thus: I A I = I fl _I • 
E 
Also, by thm. 5.2.: AC fl_ 
E 
Therefore: A= fl-, (X,Y,A) 
E (X,Y,B) 1.s a deltoid-based 
COROLLARY 7 . lf • 
E 
= (X,Y,~-) and (by prop. 3.5.) 
E 
deltoid. D 
(i) Let (X,Y,E) be a b.g. with disjoint X and Y. Then the deltoid-bases 
of (XuY,BE) are precisely the bases of (XuY,BEN). 
(ii) Let M = (Z,B) be a deltoid and B' ={BE BI Ba deltoid-base of M}. 
Then (Z,B 1 ) is a semi-uniform deltoid. 
PROOF. 
(i) Directly from theorem 7.3.(i) and (iv). 
(ii) Directly from (i) and propositions 1.6. and 7.2. D 
For the sake of completeness we state 
THEOREM 7.5. Every base of a gammoid is a gammoid-base. 
PROOF. Using methods, designed by INGLETON and PIFF [5], which are too com-
plicated to give here, one can straightforwardly prove that every base of 
a garmnoid is a gammoid-base. 0 
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